I. Call to Order – 7:40pm
II. Opening Roll Call
III. Approval of the Agenda
   a. Motion to approve; seconded
   b. Objection; Aaron
      i. Motion to add to representative reports
      ii. Motion to approve; seconded; approved
   c. Objection; Cam
      i. Motion to Add A.R. 5-037 to New Business
      ii. Motion to approve; seconded; approved
   d. Objection; Michael
      i. Motion to add to representative reports
      ii. Motion to approve; seconded; approved
   e. Objection; Ben
      i. Move A.R. 5-033 under Old Business as item f
      ii. Motion to approve; seconded; approved
   f. Objection, Sean
      i. Motion to table A.R. 5-029 until next week
      ii. Motion to approve; seconded; approved
   g. Objection; Sean
      i. Motion to table A.R. 5-030 until next week
      ii. Motion to approve; seconded; approved
   h. Motion to approve agenda as amended; seconded; approved
IV. Approval of the Previous Minutes
   a. Minutes from 18th meeting on January 26th, 2016 (Sent via email)
      i. Motion to approve; seconded; approved
V. Guest Speakers
   a. Steve Mangan – Director of Michigan Dining
      i. It’s always a pleasure to give you an update. We’ve moving forward in a lot of directions; I’ll start by telling you how I ended up here. Some of you know I happen to be a MSU grad, any marching band guys/gals here? I was in the MSU marching band in 1970, it’s fun to compare notes with students here. I left MSU with a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology and ended up working in hospitals, and then in a doctorate program in Physiology, decided it wasn’t for me, finished off my NIH grant. I applied to culinary school, at the start of the food change in the U.S. into starting to think fresh, regional, local foods. I ended up at the CIA in Hyde Park, NY, worked with some great chefs. My first job out of school was in Chicago as a banquet chef, celebrating midwestern foods from Chicago
and the surrounding areas. Gained an appreciation for fresh, local food. Always had a penchant for reducing waste, supporting food banks. We have a hunger issue right here in Ann Arbor. It’s great to be part of the restaurant world. Been on a couple food bank boards in the past. 15 years ago I was working for Marriot and decided to take a shot at campus dining. I took an executive chef job at James Madison University in Virginia. James Madison celebrates their food program, have a lottery for residential program, one of top 10 food programs in the country. I got a flavor of what it takes to be a campus chef. It’s your kitchen, while you’re on campus. Some assignments I had - Indiana University, their union, Northwestern in Chicago, and landed here. I’m really glad I came here, we’re having an instrumental role in developing people’s careers in this industry. How to eat better, we get these messages to you, teach yourselves how to eat cleaner, better, it’ll help you study, exercise better. The sustainability programs here, the volume of dollars we spent we’re able to influence markets and decision makers in Michigan, try to move things to more local businesses. This week I met with a produce company we don’t work with, they’re trying to reinvent themselves. We have contracts we have to stick with, but we had the conversation of turning summer produce into winter commodity. They’re looking at investing millions of dollars into bringing the freezing, packing piece into Michigan. Long-term how we can bring business back to Michigan. We’re also moving our program into national prominence to be recognized as a leader in the food industry, to be considered best practices. Many of you probably don’t know how we’re put together; we’re a self-funded auxiliary. Income is generated by meal plans, retails stores, 7 dining halls, 20 retail operations, millions in catering every year. 20k meals/day, 4 million/year. Unlimited meal plans continue to be successful, it was a good move 2 years ago, still have other block plans for off campus students. Rarely get any complaints on food programs. Proud to report now pre-post consumer composting in every operation, dining, catering, working with Food Recovery Network to get food into the hunger system, they work with Food Gatherers. Green restaurant certification for Twigs for sustainability, working on getting Fireside certified. Local spend is approaching 30% in Michigan, subset into sustainable spent, we’re around 12% now, trying to get to 20%. The company I previously mentioned, also is potentially partnering us with local liquid eggs, we go through 200,000 lbs. of liquid eggs/year, to switch to local would be about $250k to local. Switching to 20% sustainable today would push my costs up 30%. University isn’t supporting us on that. Last year we broke up the
monopoly Sysco had on our food-purchasing contract. Now we can buy sustainable seafood, developed relationship with family who fishes out of Lake Huron, committed to buy about 4k lbs. of fish from them next spring. Making cool connections that way, one initiative of mine as a chef is to have good for you foods. Supporting Recycle Mania, 11th year here, = last year 15th out of 450 schools, target this year is to beat OSU. Last year 826k lbs., astounding number. On North Campus, Diag is being renovated; Dining has been asked to enliven that space, working with fleet of food trucks and carts. Hot dog, ice cream carts on the Grove in the spring, only been approved for North Campus so far. Bursley, redone last year, regents approved this year to have more of an East Quad style up there. Hoping to get approval for that. New catering offers coming, trying to develop low cost options for student orgs. We have a new website with a student menu. Buffets $11/person, pretty nice meal no tax, no tip. Also 2 more offers in development, grocery type offer if you want to stock your offices here, also pick-up for smaller vents like ice cream social, pizza party for student orgs. Trying to get both offers going. We are trying to make money; it all goes back into programs. Spent a lot there last summer, if we stay in the black we can rebuild, renovate new things. Student employment, raised wages this year, lot of reasons for that, we want to hire good employees, we believe in the power of students, have flexible schedules, keeps our costs in line. Hadn’t had pay increase in 6 years for students. Some people say what about $15, we’re trying to do it responsibly. Happy to report, hired our 500th person this week since January. They get a meal with that too, if you work for us we’ll feed you too, hopefully they take that money and buy more from us. I’m going to do a cooking class, watch Twitter, will have a competition for the first 9 students to get in the class with me, how to cook for yourself when you get out of the dorms. Premise will be what you need at the grocery store and what to keep in your cupboards. Hope to be doing this 1/2x semester. My team will do more classes. Thank you for supporting us on partnerships with alcohol initiatives for pregames, successful and got a lot of people in, attention to that was important. Open for St. Patty’s Day (hopefully) also learned you’ll give us some help of on student appreciation.

1. Farah – What’s Twitter? A – @MichiganDining
2. Nathan – I was on off campus dining block, numbers changed yearly, not the most affordable, ever been talk about dropping meal prices? A – We try to get price to match with door price, if you buy 125 block is competitive price, 50 block, not the best deal, that’s
how we had to price those, we’re a business. A lot of people will buy 125 in fall and use rollover in winter semester.

3. Ben – Purchasing power to buy produce at low cost, thought about marketplace on campus for fresh produce? A – Hard to make money on that, can’t put a program in to subsidize, a lot of waste on that, not ready to get into grocery business, doesn’t seem like a viable business force.

4. Sarah – Why law school dining separate? A – 100 years ago, Martha Cook/ Law school donors set up separately with separate management, plans, it’s maintained itself for 100 years, Henderson House as well.
   a. Talks to include them? A – Ongoing talks today, not ready to comment more on that.

5. Jesse – Where does Green certification come from? A – Green restaurants, non-profit on materials, production/purchasing systems, checklist of things to hit. We’re not ready to certify the whole operation yet, one piece at a time.

6. Cam – I grew up in East Lansing, a lot more off campus restaurants there accept meal dollars. A – Probably will never do that, if we let dining dollars go off campus we’ll have to close a lot of operations. MSU is bigger, put together differently.

7. Meredith – I’ve been doing research, you’ve been doing a good job with dining halls and food recovery, but Ugo’s, etc. donating prepackaged foods or training those employees about composting that waste? A – If Food Recovery network had infrastructure to support that we would, disconnect on that. We are composting pre-consumer in those areas, post consumer is customer driven, that’s a cultural piece that needs changing. We’re engaged with Schlissel’s sustainability initiatives, collection bins around campus. Big job, we’re supporting that. It can work if someone says we have to do this.
   a. Prepackaged sandwiches, salads, etc. when they expire?

   ii. Motion to extend by 5 minutes, seconded; approved
      a. Meredith – When doesn’t get sold, disposing of…composting that? A – We could do that, good idea; prefer to get to Food Gatherers.

2. Aaron – Standards for composting, etc., other states/schools, etc.? A – Big committee working on this, compost material cannot be contaminated, big job.
3. Ben – Dining dollars, Blue Bucks difference? A – Blue Bucks 1.5x spend on dining dollars.
   a. Why programs accept one, not other? A – Don’t allow dining dollars accepted except us and Union. Seigle Café not part of Michigan Dining.
5. Michael – Expanding seafood options, I have friend with allergy, considerations? A – Awesome nutrition group, no fish alternative, we label things, team in place is doing great job on that.

VI. Community Concerns
   a. BAMN Pooled Time
      i. John - Hi guys, I’m an organizer with BAMN. DPS emergency manager is stepping down. Resignation is clear sign of growing movement. Early needs to be fired and tried for his crimes against the people of Flint and Detroit. Black, Latino, working class of Detroit have no democratic rights. We reported on teacher sickouts 2 weeks ago, DPS students led walkouts at schools…student protestors maced by police. BAMN leaders escalated. Increasing police violence against students by Snyder. Wednesday is count day for DPS. BAMN organizing walkout/sickout for teachers, really big deal, quiet right now but civil rights movement is growing in Detroit, need to leadership.
      ii. Keysha - Everyone following understands Early stepping down is not enough; position of emergency manager must be destroyed. About flyers we passed out, message to and about students in Detroit showing bravery and strength in face of police brutality. After being maced, student named Kelly gave interview, continued march after teacher with them was arrested. They know what’s at stake, all democratic rights of people in Detroit, all poor/immigrant neighborhoods over the nation. Public education all over nation. The other one is…2 days before Christmas, a man was murdered by Dearborn cop who beat him and shot him 8 times. Detroit and Dearborn Police have come together in cover-up of murder. We’ve been working with Matthews family, tribunals every Saturday, 4:30 every Saturday until we get real justice.
      iii. John – In January, Dearborn cops killed someone in front of Fairlane Mall, across from UM Dearborn, working with her family as well
2. Michael – What’s plan for walkout on count day? A – Wayne State was general meeting spot, had students from Cass, Renaissance, teachers talking about organizing. Led by teachers and students in schools, important for everyone in Michigan/nation to show support. Listening to them, helping to organize.
   a. Michael – Ensure teachers/students are counted for the money? A – More symbolic, counting for money already happened.
iv. Keysha – Working with David, Anushka, on resolution we presented last semester and hope to continue that.

VII. Executive Communications
   a. Cooper – Thanks Steve for coming and for the food, truly looking out for students. Hard answers that can’t offer Blue Bucks outside, he can explain, it makes a lot of sense. He truly is doing what’s best for students. Clarifying reminder, AD meeting tomorrow, this meeting was not to help select AD, a forum to communicate values we want and to hear our voices heard. Thanks to Dean of Students office to help set up these meetings, especially Karen, unsung hero. Saturday, myself, Anushka, tri-campus summit in Flint. Anyone who’s interested, sign-ups are still open, should be a lot of fun, have transportation. Testing accommodation center, working on extensively all year, non-negotiable in my opinion. Hope to get all your support.
   b. Steven – University council meeting Monday, let me know if you have anything, shoot me a text.
   c. Anushka – Posting Wolverine Consulting application to FB, also working with Coalition for Tuition Equality, if interested they have meeting next Thursday in Ford school.
   d. Cooper – AD, initiative that started last year, if anyone’s interested, continuing conversation of Maize rage, conversation is reopening, if you want to get involved let me know. New website to get involved in athletic facilities, easy steps. Charitable Events Sponsorship, 3 orgs each year will be granted free space on athletic campus to host event. Let me know if any of those things interest you.
   e. Jacob – Steve is one of students greatest allies on this campus, I encourage you to reach out to him. He mentioned CSG sent money to dining, exec sponsored that, Exec has also sponsored other great events/initiatives including SAPAC, OSCR, Trotter. Final updates for amendment process. Huge thank you to David, John, Sarah, Jacob, put in tremendous amount of work. I proposed 7 amendments, 6 were recommended, last one gives us more power, did not go through. Amendment proposed by administrators to make lying a violation on this campus, that was unanimously recommended against to President Schlissel.
f. Cooper – Equal power is really what we were asking for, I’m meeting with Schlissel this week, stay tuned.
   i. Farah – What was amendment? A – 3 bodies allowed to propose amendments, only Exec in faculty get to review in review stage, we’re missing out on that and it was voted down.

g. Kevin – Steve’s great, exciting stuff.

VIII. Report of the Speaker
   a. Noah – Happy Groundhog Day. In remarks, comments, questions, etc., respect each other. Sometimes meetings are long, give everyone respect they deserve. Debate the idea not the person. Today I’ll be stricter during resolutions, for questions just ask it today, save remarks, opinions for debate after 2nd reads. Also, respecting each other’s time, want to be efficient. Steven Richards has resigned his seat as School of Social Work Representative, working to fill that seat. 2nd week of tech pilot, please be attentive, hold each other accountable. If everyone’s not attentive, we can’t continue having paperless meetings.
   b. Hannah – Nothing today.
      i. Swathi – Steven Social Work or Public Health? A – SW, Farah is PH.

IX. Representative Reports
   a. Aaron Cahen – Hi guys, thanks for 15 people who filled out survey, point was to be greater one with student body, clearly that’s not of interest. There will be a couple sustainability resolutions, if you’re interested let me know.
   b. Michael Chrzan – Hi everybody, update on Flint, we weren’t able to come up with plan for this weekend, work will still continue, trying to make sure done in a respectful way. There are student orgs on campus still doing great things, Trotter, etc., I’m still gonna write resolution next week to have CSG be the transport body, to let student orgs know they can bring water here. Just wanted to give update on that initiative.
      i. Farah – Ginsberg event this Saturday? A – Not exactly what I was talking about, summit Cooper talked about registration is till open. Going to be a great event.

X. Committee Reports
   a. Rules Committee (Report Attached)
      i. Ramon – Report is in agenda, Michael will talk when he reintroduces resolutions. Basically all we talked about this past Rules.
   b. Finance Committee (Report Attached)
      i. Ben – Hi everyone, met last Wednesday, Voter registration no opinion, hand dryers…Hannah’s pursuing other forums. Tried to find way to put photographers on North, got at reduced cost. Felt appropriate to fund Dining for St. Patty’s Day Saturday.
   c. Communications Committee
i. Taylor – Granola bars, 10am-2pm, I’ll send out next week it’s in a couple weeks.

d. Resolutions Committee (Report Attached)
   i. Swathi – Lucky ran meeting, thought he would give report. Sunday 11am on SouthU. Email for more information.

XI. Election and Recall of Members

XII. New Business
      i. Thomas – Name is misleading, not just LSA. Ryan Bartholomew, we helped him with wording, his last big project. Basically is…currently center can fit 45 students, LSA only, in MLB basement. Registering with SSD, not difficult but more and more students need this. 3rd whereas, all students registered, 6% seniors, 40% freshmen, only LSA right now. Going forward, need new space for center for these needs, kind of a no-brainer. Ryan spoke to specific college presidents, everyone is on board, also going through student governments, LSA has passed already. Once he has backing wants to bring forward in February Regents meeting and go from there. When it comes to LSA, thousands of students. Horror stories of kids registered, they get less studying with time changes and messed up sleep cycles. No-brainer, best thing to do is read over it. I’m not an expert but done a lot of work on this.
         1. Hannah – Reregister every year or one time? A – Entirety of career, need to reprove to each professor each semester.
         2. Jacob – Appreciate work; consider writing resolution for University Council. A – Good idea, we’ll look into it.
         3. Sarah – Does this include grad programs? A – Good question, seems to be undergrad specific but we’ll look into it.
         4. Michael – Information on why such large increase in students who need? A – Students more aware of SSD, made process easy. Student population hasn’t changed, they just realize they are able to register and SSD needs to be able to help them all when they come forward.
   ii. Comments on how to improve
         1. Hannah – Add line numbers
         2. Michael – 1st resolved clause, “creation or building”
         3. Michael – Send to Deans
         4. Jacob – Sending requires postage, allocate for that
         5. Ben – Send to Deans via email
   iii. Referred to resolutions committee
b. A.R. 5-036: A Resolution to Change the Compiled Code’s Mandatory Budget Allocations in Order to Better Accommodate Recent Budgetary trends, Increase Flexibility in the Overall Budgeting Process and Better Serve University Students

i. Kevin – Thanks for intro, 3 main goals. 1, accommodating recent trends, gives us better idea of state of student government. 2, increase flexibility, I present budget to you guys, CSG accountant, etc. Not eliminating accounts but changing minimums and allowing more flexibility. 3, better serve UM students, brain trust in assembly every week or commissions need more. Student fee went from $7.19 to $9.19, this doesn’t seek to add to that that was from SOFC increased demands, idea here is to minimize carry over of budget through semester and have greatest benefit to university students. I had 5 total goals. Expanding SOFC allocation due to demand was one of them. SOFC, we’ve seen huge increase in demand, want to institutionalize higher mandatory minimum for SOFC, 99% last semester was near perfect. Last pages, dollar as well as percentage. About proportional increase as change in student fee to dollars. Commissions, 5% to 7%. Looking at budget breakdown, this would give more flexibility to budgeting process. Last semester they didn’t hit amount, like to lower floor and raise ceiling, react to demands, etc. Summer assembly, we changed code, like to take away requirement – money that does rollover can be used in summer, also don’t want to have mandatory put aside when we could get same benefit from rollover. They could ask for 1% or higher allocation for summer assembly. Also I have reached out to past 3 treasurers to get their perspectives on this, they’ve all given me verbal endorsement for this.

1. Jared – Resolved clause line 99? A – It was a late night.
2. Ben – Isn’t raising minimums stopping flexibility for future? A – Percentage wise, SOFC has done tremendous work so far and don’t see demand dropping off. Even if dropped, still underwater on SOFC, not looking to fund 100% of things, competitive process.
3. Michael – Original impetus of 1% summer assembly? A – Summer money, I allocated money from student fees, summer allocation rolled over. We reimburse lower than we give out. 30k approximately number from student fees.
4. Ben – Assumes demand changes but doesn’t allow us to change based on if demand decreases? A – I believe SOFC demand won’t go down, my personal opinion…that CSG shouldn’t be reinventing the wheel. Rather than CSG dipping into that let SOFC help fund events.
a. 50% too much to fund SOFC ever contentious? A –
Inspiration was personal; all past treasurers were in line.
b. Always been 50% or more recent norm trend? A – (Jacob)
– Fee increase was because SOFC wanted more money was
what convinced regents to go from against to support.
Students asked, regents listened, CSG should take part.
(Kevin) – Was intention of fee increase, demand from
student orgs. (Jared) Fall 2013 at 50%.

ii. Comments on how to improve
1. Ben – Love idea of giving money back to students, my fear is 50%
will keep rising until inhibits this body to operate, people will
advocate to trend upwards and take away ability for this body to
make discretions to meet demand in order to appease requests.
2. Michael – Whereas, that summer assembly is funded by summer
student fees.
3. Jared – Don’t copy entire subsections of compiled code in.
4. Cooper – Reach out to past presidents as well to see their thoughts
on increase.

iii. Referred to rules committee

iv. Refer to finance committee as well
1. Approved

v. Referred to rules committee and finance committee

C. A.R. 5-037: A Resolution to Ensure Student Input On Any Michigan League
Dining Option Changes

i. Cam – Pretty straightforward, Alex brought it up last week, want to make
sure there’s student input. Want to make sure regarding recommendation
we have interest, they’re from out of town and we want to make sure,
Union input has been beneficial, want to make sure students can have
input for League. Wendy’s, we want to keep these students jobs in
Wendy’s.

1. Michael – Talked to administration? A – Primarily Starboard
Group, recommending to them.
2. Nathan – Advisory board for Union role in this? A – Not sure, we
could collaborate with them.
3. Erin – Percentage of student working in Wendy’s? A –(Thomas)
closest location for Dental and Pharmacy, something like 90% of
students using Wendy’s are in those schools, trying to get in and
out as fast as possible. Something they care a lot about and they
like Wendy’s. (Cam) not sure on employee numbers.
4. Ben – On advisory board and can give insight.
ii. Comments on how to improve
   1. Hannah – Line 2, students have a role.
   2. Michael – Would recommend talking to administration, they probably have more pull than us.

iii. Referred to resolutions committee (meeting 11am and 3pm Sunday)

XIII. Old Business
   a. A.R. 5-031: A Resolution to Amend the Operating Procedures of the Assembly
      i. Michael – Gave great feedback last week. Concern with personal interest, not phrase I came up with, changed it back to previously in operating procedures with receiving money or family member receiving money. Burden to talk about conflict of interest, no voting, no talking to Noah, at some point you just mention you have conflict of interest. Might have good insight on org you’re working with. Only behavior sanctioned is not voting in assembly on those resolutions.
         1. Jacob – Compared to original, takes out “b”, only change? A – Essentially, taking out b and changing instead of student orgs to any org.
         2. Farah – Rule before couldn’t vote if conflict of interest? A - (Jared) Before debate and vote, now debate but no vote.
         3. Nathan – Clause is brand new to change? A – Before could not debate or vote, now debate but no vote.
         4. Jacob – Thank you for writing this, we’re a non-profit and unaffiliated with the university, do you think removing clause about working with university takes away what makes us independent? A – It was only if you worked with executive officer, etc., wasn’t if worked for university, if you’re gonna say can’t work for university that’s a problem. I understood it, just thought it was exclusionary.
         5. Jesse – Given that so much of what we pass has to do with making recommendations to presidents, etc., do you see any value in ensuring legislature has separation, having distinction? A – See value, but also see value in if involved in student org shouldn’t be involved in student org decisions in CSG. Royster and I don’t discuss things from here in the office. People emailed Royster last year regarding comments I made on BDS and Israel asking for my removal and she felt should be separate.
            a. No distinction between reps from student groups and reps from administrative offices? A – No students bring in opinions of student groups, allows for more inclusivity, can
bring from student orgs, if you’re an RA, that’s why can debate but not vote.

ii. Yield time to Jared – Have to ask, how different than faculty advisor being on faculty senate? Where do we make the cut, are we excluding these people just because they happen to work for this person?
   1. Ben - POI If suspend rules can talk about information?

iii. Motion to move to committee on the whole
   1. Erin - POI Quorum call?

iv. Motion retracted

v. Quorum Call
   1. 29 voting members present, we have quorum

vi. Ben - Motion to move to committee on the whole
   1. Jared – Will be a committee for a while, no longer an assembly, a conversation.

vii. Motion seconded;

viii. Motion approved
   1. Ben – To preface, I do not support divestment from Israel but that is not why I’m bringing this up, this would keep us from ever divesting from any company ever, mutual funds, a retirement account, in the interest of allowing student voices to be heard, passing this would prevent anyone from being able to vote on it.
   2. Michael – If that is financial incentive.
   3. Jared – Haven’t changed definition, it’s direct financial interest
   4. Sierra - POI Define conflict of interest? A – (Jacob) Depends on what part of CSG or CSJ, money involved, etc., a lot to that.
   5. Sierra – Proposing because bylaws…how are you proposing this if you can’t be here? A – No one recalled me.
   6. Jacob – I knew about this, I don’t manage assembly, I allowed results to be certified, I did check, it’s a flaw…up to Jared and Speaker to figure out operating procedures. I’m saying that to show there’s a discrepancy in how this works. I’m not a member of the Assembly.
   7. Wes - POI Original question? A – How is he allowed to present resolution?
   8. Thomas – How many students does it affect? A - (Michael) Not going to answer that question, shouldn’t affect what we think is good or bad policy.
      a. Does this personally affect someone else?
i. Nathan – No monetary compensation but sit on the board.

ii. Michael – That’s not what rules say.

9. Zach – Why can’t get rid of 1b, line 43 from student organization to organization. Would fix Ben’s problem, including mutual funds.

10. Michael – 1st draft was removing b, in talking to rules we noticed other conflicts of interest, broadened to be any organization.


12. Ben – Way it reads is receives money or receives money as direct consequence. Mutual funds have joint ownership in thousands of companies. Just looked up Boeing, 1400 mutual funds hold them in their accounts.

13. Michael – Direct consequence of CSG.

14. Zach – Michael in favor of before and after resolved clause, as a direct consequence twice?

15. Michael – Saw or as exclusive not inclusive?

16. Ben – Or is exclusive normally in English language…do you see how or phrase separates it?

17. Jacob – Yield to Jeremy, he has a good point on this.

18. Jeremy- From Ann Arbor, both parents have been executive officers of university, would prohibit students from being in CSG.

19. Michal – Not by our definition, reigned in to say direct consequence of being on CSG, if mom is a photographer and CSG pays solely as direct consequence, he couldn’t vote on it.

20. Jeremy – Wouldn’t any resolution awarding financial incentive to departments you couldn’t vote on?


22. Ben – Steve’s hypothetical son couldn’t vote on dining?

23. Michael – No, would be able to, depends on why.

24. Jared – Depends why, if it’s the best deal doesn’t matter.

25. Michael – As direct consequence gets to your concerns, that covers it, both sides of or is friendly

ix. Jacob- Motion to leave committee on whole

1. Seconded; approved

x. Second reads

xi. Jacob – Motion to table, need to consult real lawyer and would like opportunity to do so, apologies for not mentioning earlier.

1. Seconded; approved

xii. Michael – Amendment to motion, both? A – Will do later.
Resolution tabled for 1 week

b. A.R. 5-032: A Resolution to Amend the Compiled Code
   i. Second reads
   ii. Jesse – POI- Sole person affects on assembly is only person putting this forward when he’s not supposed to be on assembly.
      1. Jacob – Up to rules committee.
      2. Jared – Not up to us, we don’t have power to say you can’t be on it.
      3. Jacob – This is not something that falls under me.
   iii. Jacob – Motion to table for 1 week
      1. Seconded; approved

c. A.R. 5-034: A Resolution to Fund Dining Halls During St. Patrick’s Day Celebrations
   i. Second reads
   ii. Thomas – No major changes, Michael we did think about no student workers but doesn’t seem like possibility. Seems like students scheduled at that time would have to be there at 10:30am anyways. Still $1,000. Good news, IFC agreed to make every chapter have $150 of water and food. Also strengthening program to check events and make sure in order, now will have more power. Have to have someone working a bar, no floating handle problem. Will keep an eye out for people who seem to be too drunk. Are taking precautions and working with IFC on this issue.
      1. Michael – Authors consider CSG event hosting food instead of dining hall? A – A lot of issues, some ideas including to-go bags, tables. There are strict rules about students taking away goods. Mary-Jo was all about cold cuts, creates waste. This is the best way to do it, idea was brought up of us volunteering, we can only swipe but great idea.
      2. Tristan – Not part of this culture, new Greek life culture of waking up early to drink? A – College student culture.
   iii. Proposed amendments
      1. Michael – Line numbers, last whereas clause, “and Michigan…two previous years.” Correlation is not causation.
         a. Thomas – Friendly.
      2. Michael – Resolved clause, language that authors will recommend to director of Michigan Dining that no students be schedule to work unless they request to be scheduled during the added time.
         c. Vote on proposed amendment
i. Amendment fails

iv. Third reads

v. Vote

1. 24 in favor, 1 opposed, 1 abstention
3. No with rights:
   a. Michael – For resolution, we are inconveniencing large body of people for sole purpose of students possibly going to drink, we could host some event that meets the same end.

d. A.R. 5-033: A Resolution to Provide Free Business Portraits to Any University of Michigan Student

   i. Second reads
   ii. Ben – Good evening, talked about it in finance. $3,500 proposed budget is same price of what will cost us, worked to get same rate room on North and extra photographer, they were willing to take reduced rate. 2 changes, date moved from Thursday to Tuesday, before Spring Break, students might be out of town; Tuesday is more “normal” day of the week before holiday, from all students to any students. Willis Ward room, worked with CCI, loved what we’re doing, Willis Ward, significance to university to stay as dedicated space, not going to allow us to use that room. Pendleton Room on 2nd floor n Union with ample lighting.
      1. Wes – Not as easily seen or accessible on 2nd floor, CSG in hallway advertising? A- I’m recognizable, will stand on 1st floor and encourage people to go upstairs. Social media outreach is budgeted for. Hoping to do half sign-up so some can guarantee spots. Still want a line to attract students. Michael Yashaya was at finance, in Ross, they would send email blast. Assisting in Career Center.
      2. Wes – Would be useful for Engineers as well, 2 on North 3 on Central? A – Dress code demand question, majority of students live on central, odds are can wear suit to Union and go back home to change. I don’t foresee need of another o North, residential demand on Central.
      3. Erin – Why only considering residential demand? As Engineer, I spent most of time on North campus. Consider actual percentage of students on North? A – Have not looked at statistical breakdown, 20% of seats here are North schools, 10/50. 20% of photographers to North. Have not looked at statistical data on foot traffic but if had to guess would be central.
4. Jared – Grad students? A – Rackham, yes, on central. Medical campus is whole other regard, trying to be open to everyone in listening to remarks. Wasn’t brought up previously besides North. Apologize if didn’t match what you’re looking for.

5. Laura – To clarify, if 1 on North, half sign-up, can’t do that on North campus, would allocate half headshots for them to signups, figured there would be more signups for North.

6. Nathan – To alleviate some concerns, putting photographer at the League? A – Looked at it, available spaces that day hard to find, League is considered to be poorly lit. Getting administrative assistants for free, more would slow down output of photos. Efficiency will allow walk to be irrelevant.

   iii. Proposed amendments
   iv. Third reads
   v. Vote
      1. 26 in favor, 0 opposed, 0 abstentions
      2. Resolution passes

XIV. Motions and Other Business

XV. Announcements and Matters Arising
   a. Jacob – UEC/Elections Director, nominations will be sent on Monday, very exciting.
   b. Ramon – Talked about improv, I’m taking a class, having a show March 10th, I’ll be performing.
   c. Michael – Accepted to TFA, 25th anniversary summit in D.C., if you want to hang out hit me up.
   d. Brad – Quick update on voter registration, been in contact with CIO’s office, will sit down and talk to her, it’s moving forward.
      i. Cooper – Her is Laura? A – Yes and others.
   e. Jesse – Friday night, Yavilah McCoy event at Hillel, leading activist and religious leader in Jewish community, she’ll be speaking about ties between communities.
   f. Nathan – On Committee in Office of Greek Life on DEI, looking to bring in guest speaker on including LGBT athletes, coming to you all late because I will be out of town this weekend, just an FYI.
   g. Cam – Union renovation plans are moving fast, next meeting for my group is 22nd 6pm-9pm. Modern, entrepreneurial, let me know and come out.
      i. Cooper – Mental health space allocation? A – 2nd floor focus right now, will be moving up floors as meetings progress
      ii. Cooper – Majority of students understand concern or should students come advocate for it? A – Students should come advocate for it.
   h. Sierra – WSN game night this Friday. 2435 NQ.
i. Ben – Event tomorrow evening in League hosted by CSG, etc., debate on what makes America so exceptional. Should be great, at same time as athletic director conversation, split and compromise.
   i. Jacob – Sponsored, not hosted by CSG.

j. Erin – Want to make a comment on behalf of Michael, really disheartening on how we’re addressing the resolutions he’s brought forth, he’s bringing up conflict of interest of his own, applaud him for that, he’s one of the people we give the hardest time to on the assembly, would we be giving this resolution this hard of a time if it was brought forth by someone else. Just wanted to let you know...thanks Jacob for bringing up the legal issues. Think about that in this space or elsewhere, he’s doing good work, it’s my opinion that’s why we give him a hard time, he pushes us on other things we’re doing.

k. Anushka – I’ll second that.

l. Steven – Upsetting to me that this meeting was on of the more respectful ones we’ve had this couple weeks. I really respect you, Michael.

m. Cooper – Tell your friends to come to the event tomorrow for the AD.

n. Hannah – Friday is National Wear Red day for heart disease and stroke awareness, do your laundry, wear your red clothes Friday.

o. Ramon – Rules tomorrow, Mike isn’t only one with conflict of interest now or in the future.

XVI. Closing Roll Call

XVII. Adjournment – 10:21pm